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                                        LV - MV Electricity Distrubition Networks

                                    

                           
                                    
                                        Thanks to LV-MV grid power installations, power is transmitted at stepdown transformer centres and reaches the end users via distribution lines.

ETA Engineering offers services with itsa experienced staff at every stage the said system.

ETA Engineering connects western and eastern Turkey with cabling it has been carrying out since 1998 until the present day.
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                                        Energy Distribution Lines

                                    

                           
                                    
                                        ETA Engineering has so far performed approx. 2.000.000mt cabling and approx 250.000mt overhead power transmission line installations in projects it has contracting.

Thanks to the power transmission line installations and cabling completed within the frame of the project contracting, works have been carried out to supply power even to new settşements with no power sources in addition to the renewal of energy infrastructures.
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                                        High Voltage Substations

                                    

                           
                                    
                                        Regarding high voltage substations, one of the first steps of power transmission,  ETA Engineering has installed 154 kV high transformer centres in Mardin, Kahramanmaraş, Tekirdağ, Batman, Çanakkale and Bilecik.
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                                        Road Lighting

                                    

                           
                                    
                                        Power is transmitted to residential areas via underground cables and overhead energy distribution lines, transforms the streetsand neighborhoods into more secure places to live thanks to the electricity, landscaping and road lighting projects and contributes to a better enviroment.

ETA Engineering installed a total of 450 km road lighting Turkey wide.
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